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BLACKWELL v. NIXON
No. 9041
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
September 26, 1991
This is a decision after trial in an action brought by lockedin minority stockholders. Plaintiffs collectively owned approximately 25% of the total common stock outstanding. All of class
A voting stock was owned by the company's directors and present
or former officers. The individual defendants were all directors of
the company and owned approximately 47.5 % of outstanding stock.
Defendants were charged with having breached their fiduciary
duties by distributing the company's profits through employee
benefits, rather than dividends, thereby excluding plaintiffs. Plaintiffs state that low dividends and the company's unwillingness to
pay what plaintiffs consider a fair price for stock are evidence of
unfair treatment they have received at the hands of defendants.
Defendants claim that the decision to declare dividends in any
given amount is a classic business judgment decision.
The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Berger, held that
the fact that plaintiffs are dissatisfied both with offers and dividend
payments does not mean plaintiffs were unfairly treated. However,
the court further stated that certain facts, including the company's
purchase of "key man" life insurance and the company's formation
of an employee stock option plan, provide concrete evidence that
the defendants favored their own interests as stockholders over
plaintiffs. The court found that since the needs of all the stockholders were not addressed when decisions were made to provide
some form of liquidity, relief is warranted.
1.

Corporations

0= 320(1)

The fact that plaintiffs are dissatisfied with the company's offer
to purchase plaintiffs' stock and that they felt dividend payments
were low does not mean that defendant directors treated them
unfairly.
2.

Corporations

152

In a true dividend case, plaintiffs would have to establish that
the directors set dividends at an amount so low as to be oppressive,
1083
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a gross abuse of discretion or the product of bad faith-however,
few cases have met this standard.

3.

Corporations

0=307, 316(1)

Directors stand in a fiduciary relationship to the corporation
and its stockholders, and if instead of paying more sizeable dividends, directors were paying themselves excessive salaries, there
would be a basis for a finding of self-dealing and the award of
appropriate relief.
4.

Corporations

0C- 308(10)

Data which shows that salaries set for defendant's top employees have been substantially tied to the company's performance
and that company executives receive little, if anything, in the way
or perks are indications that the executives' compensation levels
are fair.
5.

Corporations

0-307, 314(2), 316(1)

When defendants solve their own liquidity problem by purchasing "key man" life insurance-even though at relatively small
corporate expense-it is concrete evidence that defendants have
favored their own interests as shareholders over other shareholders.
6.

Corporations

C:= 314(1)

The rule that requires an undivided and unselfish loyalty to

the corporation of corporate officers and directors demands that
there should be no conflict between duty and self interest.
7.

Corporations

0-=314(1), 316(1)

The purchase of "key man" life insurance and the decision
to accumulate large amounts of cash and pay low dividends appear
to be self-interested decisions, and directors must establish the
entire fairness of such decisions.
8.

Corporations

0

316(1)

When company plans provide some means of liquidity only
for a select group of stockholders, the needs of all stockholders are
not being considered and addressed as required.
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David A. Drexler, Esquire, and James Lawless, IV, Esquire, of
Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell, Wilmington, Delaware, for
plaintiffs.
Grover C. Brown, Esquire, P. Clarkson Collins, Jr., Esquire, and
Mary M. Johnston, Esquire, of Morris, James, Hitchens & Williams, Wilmington, Delaware; Tom D. Womack, Esquire, of Barrett, Wheatley, Smith & Deacon, Jonesboro, Arkansas, of counsel;
and A. Wyckliff Nisbet, Jr., Esquire, of Friday, Eldredge & Clark,
Little Rock, Arkansas, of counsel, for defendants.
BERGER,

Vice-Chancellor

This is the decision after trial in an action brought by lockedin minority stockholders of defendant, E. C. Barton & Company
("Barton"), a lumber and building supply company operating in
the Mississippi Delta. Plaintiffs collectively own 78,350 shares of
Barton's Class B non-voting common stock, which represented
approximately 25% of the total common stock outstanding as of
the end of fiscal year 1989. All of the Class A voting stock is
owned by the company's directors and its present or former officers
and employees. The individual defendants, who were all of the
directors of Barton at the time the suit was filed, own approximately
47.5% of the company's outstanding voting stock. A majority of
Barton's directors are also company employees. Defendants are
charged with having breached their fiduciary duties by distributing
the company's profits through employee benefits rather than dividends, thereby excluding plaintiffs.
Barton was founded in 1928 by E. C. Barton, who held
substantially all of the company's stock at the time of his death
in 1967. Pursuant to Mr. Barton's testamentary plan, 49% of the
Class A voting stock was bequeathed to eight of the company's
officers and directors (including four of the ten individual defendants) and the remaining 51% was placed in a 15 year trust for
the same eight people. A majority of the Class B non-voting stock
was bequeathed to Mr. Barton's second wife (from whom plaintiffs
directly or indirectly obtained their stock) and other relatives of
the founder.
Since there is no market for the company's stock, the Class
B stockholders have had no means of recognizing the value of their
stock. This lack of liquidity has also presented problems for retiring
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employee stockholders and the estates of deceased employee stockholders. Barton recognized its stockholders' needs for liquidity in
several ways. Beginning shortly after Mr. Barton's death, the
company offered to purchase the Barton family stock. Several family
members sold over the years, although there is evidence that they
were not always satisfied with the price offered, which was well
below book value.
Employee stockholders were also given the option to sell their
shares to the company at various times. Those who acquired their
interest in Barton stock through the Employee Stock Ownership
Plan created in 1975 (the "ESOP") were able to take cash instead
of stock at the time of retirement. The amount was determined
by an annual valuation performed by independent accountants. In
addition, both the company and the ESOP made tender offers for
Barton stock in 1985. The tender offer price of $25 per share was
less than both the book value and the most recent ESOP appraisal
value, and the tender offer was undersubscribed. Finally, the company purchased "key man" life insurance policies, in part, to
enable Barton to buy the stock owned by its top management at

the time of each officer's death.
The other side to the liquidity problem, from plaintiffs' perspective, is the fact that defendants have been allocating very little
of the company's so-called discretionary revenue to dividends. As
a result, Barton's ever increasing profits are going to its employees,
including defendants. The numbers may be summarized easily;
the explanations for those allocations require some understanding
of Barton's operations and business philosophy and will take longer
to describe.
During the period from 1980 through 1989, Barton's profits
more than doubled-going from $760,000 to $1,680,000. Its total
profits for the ten year period were $11.6 million. If one were to
add in the amounts contributed to the company's ESOP and the
bonuses paid during that time, the figure would come to $27.3
million. Plaintiffs describe this combination of profits, bonuses and
ESOP contributions as Barton's discretionary revenue. The amount
of discretionary revenue allocated to dividends totaled only $860,000
or approximately 31% of the total discretionary revenue over ten
years. These numbers are more dramatic as applied to the holdings
of the Barton family plaintiffs. They owned 20-27% of the company
during those ten years, but received only $218,000 in dividends,
or less than 11% of Barton's discretionary revenue.
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As noted above, more than half of Barton's discretionary
revenue was distributed to its employees, directly or indirectly.
Barton presented expert testimony as to the reasonableness of the
amounts paid to Barton's top managers, including defendants, in
salaries and other benefits. Not surprisingly, the expert found that
Barton's top five employees were not receiving excessive compensation. In 1989, for example, defendant Roy Jolly ("Jolly"), who
succeeded Allen Nixon ("Nixon") as president of Barton in 1987,
received a salary of $60,000, a bonus of $145,000 and a contribution
was made to his ESOP account in the amount of $30,000. Barton's
expert noted that these figures compared favorably to the total
compensation received by chief executive officers in the non-manufacturing category, as reported by ECS Top Management Report
1989/90. Although the conclusions drawn by Barton's compensation
expert were seriously undermined during plaintiffs' cross-examination, 1 plaintiffs offered no evidence of their own to establish that
Barton's executives had been overcompensated. Indeed, Guy C.
Blackwell, one of the plaintiffs, acknowledged that $200,000 is not
excessive compensation for the highest paid employee in the company, although he did question the total compensation package,
including perks.
Most of Barton's remaining discretionary revenue has been
retained by the company. Approximately $1.2 million of the $10.7
million in retained earnings has been used to purchase property
and equipment, and almost all of those expenditures were made
after this lawsuit was begun. Most of the rest of the retained
earnings has been building up as cash and cash equivalents. As
of the end of fiscal year 1989, Barton had more than $5.1 million
in cash and equivalents, which amounted to over half the stated
value of its inventory and over 20% of its total assets. The total
cash and equivalents would have been as high as $6.2 million if
Barton had not decided, contrary to its prior practice, to pay down
accounts payable at the end of 1989.

1. For instance, the expert testified that he did not take into account the fact
that pay scales are lower in Arkansas than the national average because, according

to the expert, a Barton executive's skills would be readily transferable to another
type of business in another location. The expert agreed that he was assuming Ninon,
for one, could go from his executive position at Barton into a similar position in the
wine business in San Francisco, the movie business in California or the resort hotel

business in Florida. I find such an assumption to be highly unrealistic, and this is
but one of many questionable aspects of the expert's analysis.
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The relatively large accumulation of cash and the history of
distributing millions more to the company's employees than to its
stockholders is understandable, according to defendants, in light
of Barton's business needs and conservative practices. At the time
of Mr. Barton's death in 1967, the company operated a wholesale
business called Builders Material Company and 26 retail lumber
yards. Jolly, one of the eight men who were bequeathed Class A
stock by E. C. Barton, testified that Barton needed major overhauling after the founder's death. There were no forklifts to move
goods around the lumberyards, and the bookkeeping was done
manually. Employees received almost no benefits (only one week
vacation, no sick leave, no retirement plan), and turnover was
high. Modernization and the development of employee benefit plans
both required substantial capital.
Even after the refurbishing had been accomplished, however,
Barton approached its finances very conservatively. Jolly and others
testified that substantial cash reserves were needed to recover from
fires and tornadoes (both types of disasters having hit Barton's
facilities more than once). In 1980, when Barton expanded into
the salvage business, the company's cash needs increased. Barton
now has ten salvage stores that buy odd lots of overruns, damaged
or misshipped goods. When the goods become available, the company must be ready to buy immediately and its large cash reserves
give Barton a competitive edge in the salvage business.
A related brokerage business, likewise, requires large cash
balances-$500,000 to $700,000-to operate successfully. Other
business justifications for Barton's cash reserves include the need
to carry more inventory in order to compete with larger retailers
such as Sears and Lowes, and the increase in both the amount
and time for repayment of credit extended to customers. Finally,
Jolly noted the economic changes in Arkansas and Missouri over
the years. The communities in which Barton operates have become
more industrial; in many areas the population has declined; and
many of those who remain no longer have the income or the need
to purchase building materials.
Defendants recognize that funds could be obtained through
corporate borrowing, but they say that the founder's policy was
to "pay as you go" and that Barton has retained this conservative
approach. Defendants also acknowledge that the tragedies that have
periodically struck Barton's facilities were insured against and that
the company's earnings per share have steadily increased notwithstanding the fires and tornadoes. Their other explanations, likewise,
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are questionable. If there is a need to carry more inventory and
extend more credit in order to compete with larger retailers, Barton's financial statements do not reflect it. From 1985 through
1989, neither accounts receivable nor inventories increased significantly. Yet sales have grown-from $31 million in 1980 to almost
$51 million in 1989. Thus, it would appear that defendants' concerns about general economic decline and shifts in population were
unwarranted.
Based on these facts, plaintiffs argue that their interests as
stockholders have been ignored and that defendants have breached
their fiduciary duties by favoring themselves and all other employees at the expense of the non-employee stockholders. Plaintiffs
maintain that their complaint is not simply with the low dividends
or the company's unwillingness to pay what plaintiffs consider a
fair price for their stock. Rather, plaintiffs argue that those facts
are but evidence of the unfair treatment they have received at the
hands of defendants. As relief, plaintiffs seek an award of $1,282,000
with interest as compensation for "disguised dividends" paid in
the form of bonuses and ESOP contributions; an order requiring
Barton to distribute its excess liquidity by way of dividends; and
an order setting guidelines for the allocation of discretionary revenue in the future.
Defendants respond by pointing out that the decision to declare
dividends in any given amount is a classic business judgment
decision that may be overruled only in cases where plaintiffs establish gross abuse of discretion or fraud. Gabelli & Co. v. Liggett
Group, Inc., Del. Supr., 479 A.2d 276, 280 (1984); Moskowitz v.
Bantrell, Del. Supr., 190 A.2d 749, 750 (1963); Eshleman v. Keenan,
Del. Ch., 194 A. 40, 43 (1937), aff'd, Keenan v. Eshleman, Del.
Supr., 2 A.2d 904 (1938). To the extent that plaintiffs are complaining about Bartun's unwillingness to buy them out, defendants
say that they have no obligation to do so.
[1] Defendants note that, largely through their efforts, Barton has
grown and prospered and that they are following the founder's
conservative business philosophy. E. C. Barton decided to vest
control of his company in his employees, many of whom had worked
with him for decades, rather than his second wife's children. That
decision was not wrongful. Defendants have been paying dividends
every year and, periodically, have offered to purchase plaintiffs'
stock. The fact that plaintiffs are dissatisfied both with the offers
and the dividend payments does not mean that defendant directors
treated them unfairly.
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[2-3] The facts of this case do not fit neatly into one legal theory.
As plaintiffs apparently recognize, if this were merely a dividend
case, they would have to establish that the directors set dividends
at an amount so low as to be oppressive, a gross abuse of discretion,
or the product of bad faith. Few, if any, cases have involved a
set of facts egregious enough to meet that standard. Cf. Dodge v.
Ford Motor Co., Mich. Supr., 170 N.W. 668 (1919). If, instead of
paying more sizeable dividends, defendants were paying themselves
excessive salaries, there would be a basis for a finding of selfdealing and the award of appropriate relief. See Wilderman v. Wilderman, Del. Ch., 315 A.2d 610 (1974). Here, however, I am unable
to conclude that defendants are being overcompensated.
Plaintiffs devote much of their briefs to an attack on the
methodology and conclusion of defendants' compensation expert.
As noted earlier, the Court shares some of plaintiffs' concerns as
to the expert's assumptions and choice of comparables. However,
plaintiffs seem reluctant to make the flat statement that defendants
have been overcompensated. Instead, they attack the perfunctory
manner in which compensation decisions are made and argue that
defendants have not met their burden of proving the fairness of
their compensation. Assuming, without deciding, that defendants
have the burden of proving entire fairness, I find that they have
met that burden.
[4] The record establishes that the manner of determining compensation and dividend levels has remained the same since at least
the time of E. C. Barton's death. A salary committee recommends
the appropriate level of compensation based upon a comparison of
the company's profits in the current year with previous years. Prior
to 1980, those decisions were presented to the independent trustee
that controlled 51% of the voting stock for its approval. During
the period from 1980-1987, after voting control had passed to
defendants, the compensation pattern remained the same. The
consumer price index increased by an average of 5.8% per year
during that time frame, and the average increase in compensation
for Barton's top five executives was 6.3%. Executive compensation
in industry generally grew by an average of 7.9%. Moreover, the
salary set for Barton's top employees has consistently amounted
to less than half of their total compensation. Thus, the fortunes
of Barton's top executives have been substantially tied to the company's performance. Finally, the record establishes that Barton
executives receive little, if anything, in the way of perks. This
data supports the expert's conclusion that Barton's executive com-
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pensation levels are fair. Without necessarily endorsing all of the
expert's analysis, I agree with his conclusion.
The inquiry does not end, however, with a finding that defendants have not been overcompensated. They have paid low
dividends over the years and have attempted to justify high levels
of retained earnings in part as a means of promoting the company's
growth. If defendants' focus is on appreciation in the value of the
company's stock as opposed to the payment of more than minimal
dividends, it would be logical to assume that defendants had or
were developing a plan that would enable the company's stockholders to realize the increased value of their shares. No such
general plan has been adopted, however, and the few steps defendants have taken demonstrate the validity of plaintiffs' claim of
unfair treatment.
All Barton stockholders face the same liquidity problem. If
they are to sell their shares, they must persuade defendants to
authorize a repurchase by the company. The stockholders have no
bargaining power and must accept whatever terms are dictated by
defendants or retain their stock. 2 If the stockholder is pressed for
cash to pay estate taxes, for example, as has happened more than
once, the stockholder is entirely at defendants' mercy. Defendants
recognized their employee stockholders' liquidity needs when they
established the ESOP. As noted previously, employees have the
option of taking cash in lieu of the shares allocated to their accounts.
Moreover, the disparity in bargaining position is eliminated for
employee stockholders because the cash payment is determined on
the basis of an annual valuation made by an independent party.
No similar plan or arrangement has been put into place with respect
to the Class B stockholders. There is no point in time at which
they can be assured of receiving cash for all or any portion of
their holdings at a price determined by an independent appraiser.
Defendants have gone one step farther in addressing their
own liquidity problems. Their ESOP allocation may be handled
in the same manner as other employees. However, defendants are
substantial stockholders independent of their ESOP holdings. In
order to solve defendants' own liquidity problems, the company
has been purchasing key man life insurance since at least 1982.
The proceeds will help assure that Barton is in a position to

2. Although there was some suggestion that stockholders could sell their shares
to third parties, the evidence indicates that this is not a realistic possibility.
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purchase all of defendants' stock at the time of death.3 In 1989,
the premium cost for the key man insurance was slightly higher
than the total amount paid in dividends for the year.
[5-7] While the purchase of key man life insurance may be a
relatively small corporate expenditure, it is concrete evidence that
defendants have favored their own interests as stockholders over
plaintiffs'. It also makes one wonder whether the decisions to
accumulate large amounts of cash and pay low dividends were
not also at least partially motivated by self-interest. 'The law is
settled that fiduciaries may not benefit themselves at the expense
of the corporation, Guth v. Loft, Inc., Del. Supr., 5 A.2d 503, 510
(1939), and that, when directors make self-interested decisions,
they must establish the entire fairness of those decisions. Weinberger
v. UOP, Inc., Del. Supr., 457 A.2d 701, 710 (1983).
[8] I find it inherently unfair for defendants to be purchasing
key man life insurance in order to provide liquidity for themselves
while providing no method by which plaintiffs may liquidate their
stock at fair value. By this ruling, I am not suggesting that there
is some generalized duty to purchase illiquid stock at any particular
price. However, the needs of all stockholders must be considered
and addressed when decisions are made to provide some form of
liquidity. Both the ESOP and the key man insurance provide some
measure of liquidity, but only for a select group of stockholders.
Accordingly, I find that relief is warranted.
There appears to be a broad range of remedial steps that
could be taken in light of this decision and it seems appropriate
to solicit further input from the parties before entering an order.
I request that counsel confer with each other to discuss their
respective positions and that they submit proposed forms of order
within 30 days unless either side feels that additional time is
needed.

3. At trial, Nixon, former President and current Chairman of the Board of
Barton, attempted to disclaim his prior deposition testimony that the purpose of the

life insurance was to provide liquidity for defendants. However, Nixon conceded that
if the whole idea of the life insurance was not to provide liquidity for defendants, it
was, at least, a "by-product."

Trans., Vol. I, p. 230.
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BRAY v. OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
No. 10,793
Court of Chancegy of the State of Delaware, New Castle
September 24, 1991
This is a decision on a motion for attorneys' fees in an action
challenging the creation of a class of super-voting common stock
of defendant company. This litigation was commenced in 1987 by
a "friendly" stockholder seeking a declaratory judgment upholding
the validity of a 1987 recapitalization plan pursuant to which the
class B stock was created and issued as a stock dividend. Defendants
immediately filed an answer admitting all allegations and moved
for an order providing stockholders with notice and an opportunity
to intervene. Plaintiff intervened and filed a complaint challenging
the recapitalization plan on several grounds. Defendants oppose the
fee application on the following grounds: the complaint is not
meritorious; the decision to rescind the class B stock was not related
to the litigation; and the lawsuit is an individual action that conferred no benefit to the company.
The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Berger, held that
since the class B stock was found to be of questionable validity,
the litigation was beneficial to the company and attorneys' fees
should be awarded.
1. Corporations

0

214

An award of attorney's fees is appropriate where a derivative
or class action suit results in the creation of a common fund or
confers a corporate benefit, which need not be measurable in dollars.
2.

Corporations

C

214

Attorneys' fees may be awarded to individual shareholders
whose litigation efforts confer benefits upon the corporation or its
shareholders, though the shareholders did not sue on behalf of class
or in representative capacity.
3.

Corporations

- 214

To justify an allowance of attorney's fees in a derivative action,
the action in which they are sought must have had merit at the
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time it was filed, and it may not be a series of unjustified, unprovable
charges or wrongdoing to the disadvantage of the corporation.
4.

Corporations

0-211(6)

The fact that there has been a long standing hostility between
the parties and that only the plaintiff and a few other beneficial
stockholders were excluded from receiving the super-voting stock
suggests that the creation of the class B stock was improperly
motivated and sufficient to hold out some reasonable likelihood of
success on a claim that the stock was created to increase the defendant's voting power while diminishing that of the plaintiffs.
5.

Corporations

C--- 214

The elimination of stock, that was of questionable validity,
which restores equal voting rights to all company shareholders and
remedies an arguable breach of fiduciary duty by defendants, are

corporation benefits that support an award of attorney's fees.
Joseph A. Rosenthal, Esquire, of Rosenthal, Monhait & Gross,
P.A., Wilmington, Delaware, for plaintiff.
Allen M. Terrell, Jr., Esquire, of Richards, Layton & Finger,
Wilmington, Delaware, for intervenor.
Edward B. Maxwell, 2nd, Esquire, of Young, Conaway, Stargatt
& Taylor, Wilmington, Delaware; and Mark H. Tuohey, III, Esquire, Frederic T. Spindel, Esquire, George R. Clark, Esquire,
and Daniel K. Steen, Esquire, of Reed, Smith, Shaw & McClay,
Washington, D.C., for defendants.
BERGER, Vice-Chancellor
This is the decision on a motion for attorneys' fees in an action
challenging the creation of a class of super-voting common stock

(the "Class B Stock") of defendant, The Oklahoma Publishing
Company ("OPUBCO"). Jim G. Bray, Jr., a "friendly" stockholder, commenced this litigation in 1989 with a complaint seeking
a declaratory judgment upholding the validity of a 1987 recapitalization plan pursuant to which the Class B Stock was created and
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issued as a stock dividend. Defendants, OPUBCO and its directors,
immediately filed an answer admitting all of the allegations in the
complaint and moved for an order providing OPUBCO stockholders
with notice and an opportunity to intervene.
R. Scott Neely intervened and filed a complaint challenging
the recapitalization plan on several grounds. Specifically, intervenor
alleges that he, his sisters and his mother were beneficial owners
of OPUBCO common stock through irrevocable trusts set up by
intervenor's maternal grandparents, Edward K. and Inez K. Gaylord ("Gaylord"), is a controlling stockholder, officer and director
of OPUBCO and was, until they terminated in 1989, the sole
trustee of the Family Trusts. In the summer of 1987, Gaylor and
the other individual defendants, acting by written consent, adopted
an amendment creating the Class B Stock. The new class of common
stock carried ten votes per share and was issued as a dividend to
all OPUBCO stockholders, including the Family Trusts. However,
because intervenor and members of his immediate family were only
beneficial holders of OPUBCO stock as of July 1987, they did not
meet the definition of "permitted transferees" under the terms of
the Class B Stock. Thus, when the Family Trusts terminated in
1989, neither intervenor nor certain of his relatives received any
Class B Stock. Instead, they received ordinary common stock and
their relative voting power was diminished.
Intervenor's complaint alleges that, in adopting the recapitalization plan, defendants manipulated the corporate machinery to
entrench Gaylord and violated Delaware law by creating "manifestly
unreasonable" stock transfer restrictions. In addition, Gaylord is
charged with having breached his fiduciary duty as trustee of the
Family Trusts. According to the complaint, the restriction on permitted transferees was specifically intended to keep intervenor and
certain members of his family from receiving Class B Stock. Those
same restrictions were carefully worded to avoid the transfer problem
for Gaylord's children. Gaylord allegedly devised this discriminatory
plan in order to increase his family's voting power and reduce that
of intervenor's family. The remedies sought by intervenor include
cancellation of the Class B Stock; a declaration that the definition
of permitted transferees is invalid; or an order requiring OPUBCO
to issue Class B Stock to intervenor and the other excluded members
of his family.
The parties engaged in discovery, including depositions and
document production, for approximately one year. In September
1990, while intervenor was still pressing for discovery, the OPUBCO
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board voted to rescind the Class B Stock. That decision was approved by the OPUBCO stockholders on November 29, 1990. At
about the same time that the Class B Stock was eliminated, Gaylord
entered into a voting trust pursuant to which he obtained voting
control of over 50% of OPUBCO's common stock. In a status
report filed with this Court in February 1991, OPUBCO indicated
that this action had become moot.
[1-2] The most recent statement of the law governing an application such as this may be found in Tandycrafts, Inc. v. Initio Partners,
Del. Supr., 562 A.2d 1162 (1989). In that case, the Delaware
Supreme Court reviewed those circumstances under which this
Court may order defendants to pay plaintiffs' attorneys' fees at the
conclusion of corporate litigation. Such an award is appropriate
where a derivative or class action suit results in the creation of a
common fund or confers a corporate benefit. The "corporate benefit" need not be measurable in dollars. "Changes in corporate
policy or . . . a heightened level of corporate disclosure, if attributable to the filing of a meritorious suit, may justify an award of
counsel fees." Id. at 1165. If defendants take action that benefits
the corporation after the filing of a meritorious lawsuit, the burden
is on them to show that there was no causal relationship between
the beneficial action and the lawsuit. Id. (citing Allied Artists Picture
Corp. v. Baron, Del. Supr., 413 A.2d 876, 880 (1980)). Finally, a
plaintiff will not be denied attorneys' fees simply because the corporate lawsuit was brought individually rather than as a class or
derivative action. "[T]he critical inquiry is not the status of the
plaintiff but the nature of the corporate or class benefit which is
causally related to the filing of suit." Id. at 1166.
[3] Defendants oppose the fee application on several grounds. They
argue that the complaint is not meritorious; the decision to rescind
the Class B Stock was not related to the litigation; and the lawsuit
is an individual action that conferred no benefit on OPUBCO. For
a complaint to be "meritorious" for purposes of the award of
attorneys' fees, it must be able to withstand a motion to dismiss
and plaintiff must possess "knowledge of provable facts which hold
out some reasonable likelihood of ultimate success." Chrysler Corp.
v. Dann, Del. Supr., 223 A.2d 384, 387 (1966). Defendants argue
that the complaint is not meritorious because, as intervenor well
knew, Gaylord had voting control before the Class B Stock was
created. Thus, he had no need to create a super-voting stock that
would not be distributed to intervenor's family. Moreover, according to defendants, intervenor acknowledged that his claims were
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baseless by withdrawing virtually identical claims that had been
asserted in an Oklahoma action.
I am satisfied that intervenor's complaint is meritorious for
present purposes. Defendants tacitly acknowledge that the alleged
transaction of the Class B Stock for the improper purpose of entrenching Gaylord states a claim sufficient to withstand a motion
to dismiss. Defendants focus, instead, on intervenor's purported
knowledge that his claim had no reasonable likelihood of ultimate
success. I find to the contrary.
Apparently there has been long standing hostility between Gaylord and the Neelys. This fact, combined with the fact that only
the Neelys and a few other beneficial stockholders were excluded
from receiving the super-voting stock suggests that the creation of
the Class B Stock was improperly motivated. In addition, Gaylord
and the other defendants did not reveal the impact of the restrictions
on transfer to the Neelys. The 1987 notice of the creation of the
Class B Stock did not describe the transfer restriction applicable
to the Neelys. Approximately one year later, when one of intervenor's siblings wrote to Gaylord asking, among other things, how
many shares of each class of stock she would be receiving upon
distribution of the Family Trusts, Gaylord's response did not include
an answer to that question.
[4] These facts are sufficient to hold out some reasonable likelihood
of success on a claim that the Class B Stock was created to increase
Gaylord's voting control and diminish the voting power of the
Neely family. The fact that a similar claim was abandoned in
Oklahoma does not alter my conclusion. It appears that the Neelys
are pursuing a claim for attorneys' fees in Oklahoma and that the
litigation decisions made in that action are not a reflection of the
Neely's belief in the validity of their Delaware claims.
Defendants next argue that their decision to rescind the Class
B Stock was totally unrelated to this litigation. They point to minutes
of board of directors meetings conducted in June and September
1990, at which that decision was considered. The board minutes
indicate that the directors thought it sensible to return to one class
of stock since OPUBCO no longer had plans to go public in the
foreseeable future and a recent court decision striking down an
SEC Rule meant that OPUBCO probably would be able to establish
two classes of stock in the future if it so desired.
The reasons offered by defendants may well have contributed
to their decision to rescind the Class B Stock. However, there is
other evidence to suggest that this litigation also played a role in
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the decision. At about the same time that the directors first considered this subject, in June 1990, the parties were engaged in
settlement discussions. By the time of the September board meeting,
when the directors voted to rescind the stock, settlement discussions
had broken down and intervenor was attempting to schedule the
deposition of Gaylord, among other defendants. It seems more than
coincidental that the OPUBGO board considered rescission of the
Class B Stock at two points in time when this litigation was the
focus of some attention. Moreover, there is some evidence that
OPUBGO never had any specific plans to go public. It would
follow, if the company did not create the Class B Stock in connection
with a plan to go public, that it would not have rescinded the Class
B Stock because it abandoned the purported plan. In sum, I conclude that defendants have not shown that the litigation did not
contribute to their decision to rescind the Class B Stock.
[5] Finally, defendants object to the request for attorneys' fees on
the ground that intervenor brought an individual action and the
rescission of the Class B Stock created no benefit for a class of
stockholders or the corporation. First, the fact that Neely brought
an individual action is not dispositive, as noted earlier. The issue

is whether that individual action provided a consequential benefit
to the corporation or a class of its stockholders. Defendants argue
that there was no benefit because, they say, there was no wrong

to be corrected. I am not persuaded by this argument. I have
already found that the claim is meritorious for purposes of an award

for attorneys' fees. Thus, the Class B Stock was of questionable
validity. The elimination of that stock restored equal voting rights
to all OPUBCO stockholders and remedies an arguable beach of
fiduciary duty by defendants. Those are corporate benefits that
support an award of attorneys' fees.
The parties did not address the reasonableness of the amount
of fees being sought by intervenor and I will not decide that question
before giving defendants an opportunity to be heard. I request that
the attorneys consult and advise the Court within 30 days as to
what, if any, additional proceedings are necessary in that regard.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
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CREDIT LYONNAIS BANK NEDERLAND, N.V. v. PATHE
COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
No. 12,150
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
December 30, 1991
The principal plaintiff, Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland
(CLBN), brought this action under section 225 of the Delaware
General Corporation Law seeking a judicial determination of the
persons who constitute the lawfully elected board of directors of
MGM-Pathe Communications Company (MGM), a Delaware corporation. Defendants were Pathe Communications Corporation
(PCC), the parent of MGM, and three directors, Giancarlo Parretti,
Maria Cecconi, and Yoram Globus. By reason of claimed defaults
by PC0 on loans from CLBN that were secured by POC's controlling block of stock in MGM, CLBN claimed to be the legal
(registered) owner of that stock, at least for voting purposes.
In November of 1991, CLBN loaned PCC funds to acquire
MGM. Shortly after PCC's acquisition of MGM, MGM's trade
creditors filed bankruptcy proceeding against MGM. In an effort
to finance MGM out of bankruptcy, CLBN advanced MGM funds
and in return MGM executed agreements-including a corporate
governance agreement (CGA)-which altered MGM's corporate
governance structure. The central issue in this case was whether
Mr. Parretti breached the CGA by failing to disclose certain material
information or by material interference with MGM's new management.
The court of chancery, per Chancellor Allen, held that Mr.
Parretti was guilty of material breaches of the CGA. He based this
conclusion on the finding that Mr. Parretti insistently and continually breached the foundational requirement of all contracts to deal
fairly and in good faith. As a consequence, CLBN was legally
entitled to remove him and his associates from the MGM Board
of Directors. Additionally, the court found that the defendant's
counterclaim for breach was unsupported by the evidence and,
accordingly, dismissed the counterclaims with prejudice.
1. Contracts

0= 168

Where one party's actions are such as to deprive the other of
a material aspect of the bargain for which he contracted, the first
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party will be found to have violated that elemental obligation of
all contracting parties to deal with each other in good faith and to
deal fairly with each other with respect to the subject matter of the
contract.
2.

Corporations

C:-310

A party's failure to disclose a put agreement was a failure to
disclose material information concerning the financial status of the
corporation and thereby a breach of an express warranty that all
material agreements, understandings, or other material liabilities
were fully disclosed in the corporation's financial statements.
3.

Contracts

0= 168

Where a contract is not a single performance or a set of identical
performances but contemplates an ongoing relationship, the difficulties of defining contractual obligations of the parties at the outset
increase. In such cases, some things must be left to the good faith
of the parties.
4.

Contracts

0-143

A party's failure to specifically define a director's powers and
duties under the contract does not render a contract void. Rather,
when a party violates an obligation assumed by the party entails
a contextual construction of the obligation assumed by the party.
5.

Contracts

- 14, 102

Parties to a contract are entitled to act selfishly to promote
their own interests under the contract.
6.

Contracts

0= 168

Where a party acts to improperly delay implementation of an
agreement, his acts will be deemed evidence of an intent to breach
covenants of good faith and fair dealing.
7.

Contracts

C

168

A party's failure to comply with an agreement in substance
and in form is evidence of the party's intent to breach the implied
covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
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168

A party's failure to comply with an agreement in substance

and form is evidenced by: (1) a former director attempting to get
a right of prior approval on all rehiring of former employees; (2)
a former director demanding information of future transactions prior
to implementation; (3) a former director demanding to be consulted
on all hiring and firing decisions; (4) a former director demanding
that the corporate department heads make reports to the former
board of directors; (5) a former director instructing a new director
to increase an employee's salary; (6) a counsel of former directors
instructing a counsel of new directors to send drafts of all transactions to the counsel for the former directors; (7) a former director
threatening new director; (8) a former director disputing the form
of internal management reports; and (9) a former director refusing
to refrain from direct communication with firm's subordinate personnel; and (10) a former director's "elaborate maneuvering" designed to force bank to abandon its right to select a new corporate
director.
9.

Contracts

0-168

To conclude that a covenant of good faith and fair dealing has
been breached, a court need not conclude that the breaching party
actually intended to violate a contract right.
10.

Contracts

0= 312(5)

Where a party warrants that a corporation's financial statements fully disclose all material agreements and liabilities of the
corporation, the existence of an undisclosed put agreement constitutes a breach of express warranty.
11.

Contracts

C= 94(2)

The omission or misstatement of an item in a financial report
is material if in light of the surrounding circumstances, the magnitude of the item is such that it is probable that the judgment of
a reasonable person relying on the report would have been altered
or influenced by the inclusion or correction of the item.
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168

Where there is no written evidence to support an assertion of
the existence of an unconditional right to further credit, a lender's
failure to extend further credit is not a breach of implied covenant
of good faith and fair dealing.
13.

Contracts

0

168

Where an agreement does not contemplate lending additional
funds, lender's failure to lend additional funds is not a breach of
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
14.

Corporations

C

307

Where a corporation is operating in the vicinity of insolvency,
a board of directors is not merely the agent of the residue of risk
bearers but owes its duty to the corporate enterprise.
15.

Corporations

C---

307

Management is not disloyal to the corporation when it fails to
immediately liquidate corporate assets, the sale of which would be
in the best interest of the controlling stockholder, when it acts with
supervening loyalty to the corporation.
Samuel A. Nolen, Esquire, William F. Mongan, Esquire, J. Michael
Christopher, Esquire, and Sean P. McDevitt, Esquire, of Richards,
Layton & Finger, Wilmington, Delaware; Richard J. Holwell, Esquire, et al., of White & Case, Nev York, New York, of counsel,
for plaintiff Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland, N.V.
Michael D. Goldman, Esquire, and Stephen C. Norman, Esquire,
of Potter Anderson & Corroon, Wilmington, Delaware; and Howard
Weitzman, Esquire, et al., of Katten Muchin Zavis & Weitzman,
Los Angeles, California, of counsel, for plaintiff MGM-Pathe Communications Company.
Richard L. Sutton, Esquire, Lawrence A. Hamermesh, Esquire,
Kenneth J. Nachbar, Esquire, Thomas C. Grimm, Esquire, William
M. Lafferty, Esquire, and John F. Grossbauer, Esquire, of Morris,
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Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell, Wilmington, Delaware, for defendants
Pathe Communications Corporation, Giancarlo Parretti, and Maria
Cecconi.
ALLEN,

Chancellor

This is an action under Section 225 of the Delaware General
Corporation Law seeking a judicial determination of the persons
who constitute the lawfully elected board of directors of MGMPathe Communications Company ("MGM"), a Delaware corporation. The principal plaintiff is Credit Lyonnais Bank Nederland
("CLBN" or "the Bank"), a major lender both to MGM and to
MGM's parent Pathe Communications Corporation ("PCC").' By
reason of claimed defaults by PCC on loans from CLBN that were
secured by PCC's controlling block of MGM stock, CLBN now
claims to be the legal (registered) owner of that controlling stock
interest, at least for purposes of voting it.
Defendants are PCC and three individuals, Giancarlo Parretti,
Maria Cecconi and Yoram Globus, each of whom CLBN purported
to remove from the MGM board on June 16, 1991.2 Giancarlo
Parretti had for several years been the dominant factor in the
ownership and management of PCC. In November 1990, he caused
PCC to acquire MGM. Maria Cecconi is Mr. Parretti's partner
and wife. Yoram Globus, formerly controlled PCC (then called
Cannon Films, Inc.) and continued to work for the firm after
Parretti acquired control of it by 1989. Parretti and Globus appear
to have had a productive working relationship.
As more fully explained below, the predicate for the claim by
CLBN that it had legal power to remove the individual defendants
from office is defendants' alleged breach (or a series of alleged
breaches) of an agreement referred to as the Corporate Governance
Agreement ("CGA"). This agreement is one of a series of agreements entered into in mid-April 1991 which facilitated CLBN's
loan to MGM of an additional $145 million and modified in important respects the management structure of MGM. Plaintiffs seek,

1. MGM itself is a signatory to some of the agreements involved in this
action. It has also been named as plaintiff in this case.
2. During trial, Mr. Globus was dismissed from the lawsuit pursuant to an
agreement of the parties after he disclaimed any further interest in serving on MGM's
Board of Directors.
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not only (1) a judicial declaration of the validity of the Bank's
action in replacing the defendant directors, but also (2) an injunction
specifically enforcing the OGA and enjoining future violations of
it.
Following institution of this suit, P0C took the view that the
Bank's action in purporting to remove P00's representatives from
the MGM board not only was invalid, but also constituted a material
breach of repudiation of the Bank's obligations under the April
agreements. As a consequence, PC0 asserted that it was then free
of the restrictions those agreements imposed on its MGM stockholding and could freely exercise its rights as MGM's controlling
stockholder. Accordingly, on June 18, 1991, PCC purported to
remove all of the Bank's designees from their directorships and to
appoint a new board including Cecconi and Globus, among others.
P00 and certain of these individuals then filed a counterclaim in
this suit requesting, among other relief, a judicial determination
that PC's designees constituted MGM's validly elected board of
directors.
This suit was originally filed on June 17, 1991. Shortly thereafter, the court entered an order governing the management of
MGM pending final adjudication of the claims and counterclaims.
Generally, that order left day-to-day control of the company in the
hands of an executive committee, created by the OGA and consisting
of counterclaim defendants Alan Ladd and Jay Kanter. However,
the order also imposed certain restraints upon MGM designed to
require a judicial hearing if certain important decisions were proposed to be taken, specifically those of a certain dollar value or
affecting corporate structure or governance.
While the matter in issue-as framed by the parties-is of
some complexity and substantial importance to them, the parties
agreed that business conditions required that the dispute be adjudicated with expedition. As a result, extensive discovery (including
29 depositions) was completed during the July-August period. Trial
commenced on August 27 and continued, interrupted, over 15 trial
days, concluding on September 27. Following post-trial briefing,
3
the matter was presented to the court at argument on November 6.

3. A subsequent evidentiary hearing was held on December 18, 1991, following

the granting of plaintiffs' motion under Ch. Ct. Rule 60(b) to open the record to
receive additional evidence relevant to the authenticity of defendants' exhibit 38A.
See infra pp. 78-81.
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This case arises from a leveraged buyout that failed to meet
its sponsors' expectations.
The leveraged buyout was, of course, the prototype corporate
transaction of the 1980s. In such a transaction, a management or
finance entrepreneur acquires control of a public company through
borrowed funds. To some extent, such a transaction replaces equity
with debt on the company's balance sheet and creates incentives
for the discovery and implementation of operating efficiencies and
for the sale or liquidation of inefficient operating units. The aim
is value realization. 4 On this view, which is the conventional one
among economists, stockholders are greatly benefitted by an LBO
even if other corporate constituencies-especially bond holders and
long-term employees-are put at risk by it.
There now seems little doubt that, when they work, LBOs can
enhance efficiency and promote value creation. See, e.g., Cede &
Co. v. Technicolor, Inc., Del. Ch., C.A. No. 7129, Allen, 0. (June 4,
1990).5 More recent experience demonstrates, however, that when
they don't work-when the debt burden that the enterprise is asked
to bear is too great or when the structural or organizational changes
that the corporation experiences are injurious-LBOs can lead to
bankruptcy with its accompanying realization of financial loss.
This case arises out of the leveraged buyout of MGM/UA
Communication Company by a corporation controlled by Giancarlo
Parretti and his wife and out of the efforts of CLBN, as principal
lender in the transaction, to salvage the transaction from its almost
immediate financial floundering. In several respects this LBO appears fairly typical of LBOs occurring at the tag-end of the 1980s.
It was very highly leveraged (see infra pp. 10-14), and the price
appears to have been high. In another respect, however, it was not
typical: it involved a private sale to a person not associated with
4. To some extent the increased value of stock that typically accompanies an
LBO may represent value creation, and to some extent it may represent a transfer
from other corporate "stakeholders." ,e, e.g., MferopolltanLy Ins. Co. v. RJR Nabisco,
Inc., 716 F. Supp. 1504 (S.D.N.Y. 1989); Coffee, The Uncertain
e for Tazorer
Rcrfrm, 1988 Wis. L. Rev. 435; Shleifer & Summers, Brach of Trust in Hostile Takvormrr,
in "Corporate Takeovers: Causes and Consequences" 33, 34-37 (Auerbach ed. 1988).
5. That case dealt with the acquisition by Ronald Perelman of Technicolor
in 1982 for about $105 million (plus assumption of debt)-about twice its thenmarket capitalization. Practically all of the purchase price was borrowed. After
selling many assets to pay down debt, Mr. Perelman sold the company five years
later for more than $750 million.
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MGM. 6 It is unusual too in the swiftness with which the financial
structure of the firm became endangered. P00 closed its purchase

of substantially all of the stock of MGM on November 1, 1990.
Evidence shows that MGM was, in an accounting sense, out of
control within weeks. Only five months after the acquisition, its
trade creditors forced MGM into bankruptcy court.
The Bank's effort to finance MGM's escape from bankruptcy
gave rise to the agreements that are at the center of this case. These
agreements-including a OGA-purported to change MGM's governance structure; to provide for the advance of an additional $145
million by the Bank to MGM; to amend certain other agreements;
and to secure repayment of amounts owed to the bank (directly or
indirectly) by MGM, PC and their affiliates.
The central, but not the only, issue between the parties in this
case is whether Mr. Parretti breached the CGA either by failing
to make certain disclosures at the time the agreement was executed
in mid-April 1991 or by material interference in MGM's management during the following two months. Judgment on that question
requires a fairly detailed conclusion concerning the relevant historical facts.
Set forth below are the relevant facts as I find them to be.
Much of this story is intensely contested. In reaching the conclusions
set forth, I have weighed conflicting testimony and ultimately had
to make determinations based upon the credibility of witnesses
because in some respects the contending accounts could not be
made consistent with each other. As is specified in a substantial
number of instances below, I have been forced to conclude that
defendants' principal witness, Giancarlo Parretti, did not give truthful testimony when he testified under oath in this court. See, e.g.,
infra p. 12, notes 19, 23, & 37, and pp. 49, 52-53, 69, 80-81.
For the reasons set forth below, I conclude that, in his relationship with GLBN and Alan Ladd following the execution of the

6. There is no legal significance in this case to the fact that the sale was a

private sale. That fact may have economic significance, however, because financial
economists have posited that a source of the value creation in LBO transactions is
the elimination of costs that arise from the separation of ownership from control in
a public corporation. To the extent one buys a private firm, such as MGM was at
the time of the sale, it is less likely that additional value can easily be wrung-out of
the corporation by a reduction of agency costs thought necessarily to arise from public
ownership. See Michael C. Jensen, Eclipse of the Public Corporation, Harv. Bus. Rev.
(Sept.-Oct. 1989) at 61-74.
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CGA, Giancarlo Parretti insistently and continually breached the
foundational requirement of all contracting parties: to act with
respect to the subject matter of the contract with good faith and
to deal fairly. This requirement means, in general, that a contracting
party is not free to deprive his promisee of the benefit of the
contract or to impair that benefit materially. As set forth below, I
conclude that, from the outset of the CGA, Mr. Parretti willfully
breached this obligation and as a consequence CLBN was legally
entitled to exercise its rights to remove him and his associates from
the MGM board of directors.
I.
A.

The Parties' Pre-Existing Relationship.

CLBN was introduced to Giancarlo Parretti in 1986 by its
customer Yoram Globus. Mr. Globus was then negotiating with Mr.
Parretti for an equity infusion into his then troubled company,
Cannon Group, Inc., PCC's predecessor. After this introduction,
CLBN became Parretti's principal bank.
Parretti did make a substantial investment in Cannon, and in
early 1988, he became its chief executive officer. At that time Cannon
was substantially indebted to CLBN and had negative net worth of
$22 million. In addition, its previous management was under investigation for fraud by the Securities and Exchange Commission
("SEC"), and its auditors had refused to certify its financial statements. By 1989, under Parretti's management, Cannon had reduced
its outstanding debt from $150 million to $50 million, had increased
its net worth to positive $110 million, had entered into a consent
decree with the SEC and had received a retroactive clean opinion
for the three prior years (1986-1988) from new accountants, KPMG,
Peat Marwick ("Peat Marwick"). By that time, it had also changed
its name to PCC.
Parretti wanted to see PCC make bigger budget motion pictures.
In late 1988, as the company was coming out of its difficulties,
Parretti was introduced to Alan Ladd by a mutual acquaintance,
Dino DeLaurentiis. Parretti asked Ladd, a person with substantial
experience in the motion picture industry, 7 to help him realize his

7. Ladd began his career in the entertainment industry as an agent for such
motion picture stars as Paul Newman, Robert Redford, Judy Garland, Albert Finney,
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goal. Ladd agreed to make four pictures for PCC each year for four
and a half years. A wholly-owned PCC subsidiary to be called Pathe
Entertainment, Inc. ("PEI") was formed for this purpose. Parretti
and Ladd agreed that PCC would fund PEI's film-production subject
to certain budgetary constraints and that PEI would otherwise be
under Ladd's complete control. Ladd later joined the board of P0C.
B.

PCC Seeks to Acquire MGM.

In March 1990, Ladd learned from his contacts at MGM that
MGM's owner, Kirk Kerkorian, wanted to sell MGM. 8 He passed
this information on to Parretti who began negotiations with Kerkorian
to have PCC buy MGM. Parretti simultaneously entered negotiations
with Time-Warner, Inc. seeking to have Time-Warner provide about
half of the $1.25 billion in cash that Kerkorian was asking. Under
the arrangement Parretti discussed with Warner, MGM was to raise
$650 million in cash by licensing the worldwide distribution rights
to all of MGM's existing films to a Time-Warner subsidiary. Then
in exchange for certain PCC assets, MGM would channel that cash
to PCC for use in the purchase of MGM's shares. Supposedly, PC
would raise the remaining $600 million by issuing shares to Parretti
and his European partners.
In March, Parretti signed an agreement with Kerkorian for the
cash purchase in June of all of MGM's stock. Under this agreement,
PCC was required to pay Kerkorian $50 million each month until
closing. From March to June, PCC advanced payments totalling
$150 million to Kerkorian, while it continued its discussions with
Time-Warner. On June 9, however, Time-Warner terminated the
negotiations, leaving PC at the very least $650 million short of the

Julie Christie and Rex Harrison. He then produced films on his own in London and
Los Angeles before joining Twentieth Century Fox where he ultimately became

president. In 1979 he left Twentieth Century Fox to establish his own production
company, the Ladd Company. There he produced films for Warner Brothers with

an annual budget from Warner Brothers of $150 million. In 1985 he became chairman
and chief executive officer of United Artists, then a subsidiary of MGM/UA Com-

munications Company. Following consolidation of MGM and United Artists, Ladd
became chairman and chief executive officer of the combined entertainment company.
He left MGM/UA to join PCC in late 1988.

8. Mr. Kerkorian controlled MGM/UA through his ownership of Tracinda
Corporation, a personal holding company. The record in this case does not disclose

the details of MGMIUA's capital structure as of mid to late 1990, as it does not
appear to be relevant to this litigation in any way. In this narrative I will refer to
Mr. Kerkorian rather than Tracinda as MGM's "owner."
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$1.25 billion it would need for the dosing. As a result, the dosing
date of the acquisition had to be extended, first to October 23, 1990,
and then to November 1, 1990. In consideration for the extensions
of the dosing date, PCC agreed to pay Kerkorian an additional $1
per share, thus increasing the total cost of the acquisition to $1.33
billion.
C.

The Byzantine Financing of the November Acqui'tion.

In a series of complex transactions, Parretti managed to replace
Warner's $650 million and close the purchase of MGM on
November 1, 1991. Cash provided by CLBN and its parent, Banque
Credit Lyonnais ("Credit Lyonnais") played the central part. PC
also used cash indirectly provided by those banks to replace most
of what Parretti and his European partners were to have invested. 9
Instead of having MGM license the rights to distribute all of its
films to Time-Warner, it was agreed that MGM would license those
rights to a variety of companies, including Time-Warner (for a
smaller piece) and Turner Broadcasting. These alternatives licensees,
however, would provide less immediate cash ($225 million) than
Warner was to have provided. These licensees did, however, assume
obligations to make future payments to MGM. These obligations
were then factored by MGM at CLBN to reduce them to cash for
use at the closing. CLBN provided about $400 million in cash
pursuant to these factoring arrangements.
The total $625 million in cash thus generated from licenses was
immediately prior to the closing, transferred by MGM to P00, as
consideration for the acquisition by MGM of PC's only two operating subsidiaries, Cannon Entertainment, Inc. ("CEI") and PEI,
the company created to house Alan Ladd's activities. PC0 then paid
most of this cash to Kerkorian as part of the purchase price for
MGM.10
The balance of the cash purchase price was raised from a variety
of sources. CLBN provided an additional $160 million to PCC at
closing as bridge financing, pending equity investments that Parretti

9. In the effort to replace the Warner funding, Mr. Parretti was assisted by
Mr. Florio Fiorini, the principal behind Sasea Holding, Inc., a Swiss company that
is a major investor, indirectly, in PCC. Se infa p. 12.
10. It appears that $100 million of this amount vras used by PCC to repay
existing debt and to fund working capital needs.
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represented would come from third parties." CLBN also provided
$45 million in loans to PCC's controlling parent, Melia International
N.V. ("Melia"), and Melia's controlling parent, Comfinance Holding Corporation, the original Parretti entity.' Finally, the parent
bank, Credit Lyonnais, supported a $146 million credit to PCC by
guaranteeing a loan to PCC from Sealion Corporation, another Credit
Lyonnais client.13 An additional $89 million apparently came from
Fiorini's company, Sasea Holdings, Inc. ("Sasea"), Melia's Swiss
minority owner.
Mr. Parretti testified at trial that, without the help of bank
loans, companies that he and his wife controlled contributed about
$500 million to the acquisition. I cannot accept this testimony. After
receiving cash advances from the licensees ($225 million), the Credit
Lyonnais affiliates ($750 million) 14 and Fiorini's company ($89 million), PCC required only an additional $268 million to close the
deal. While I am unable to deduce from the record with confidence
all of the sources of this $268 million, it does appear that at least
$161 million in cash was advanced in two transactions on MGM's
credit through certain Italian financial institutions.'5 Thus, in no event
do I understand that Mr. Parretti or his companies could have
invested more than $107 million in the $1.3 billion MGM acquisition.
Moreover, in retrospect, it might be said that CLBN, in effect,
provided this amount as well. That is, prior to the acquisition, PCC
had a line of credit with CLBN for working capital purposes that
stood at $186 million. The cash flow projections of MGM indicated
that it would need about $125 million to cover cash shortfalls during
1991. In connection with the acquisition, the Bank agreed to extend
a $125 million revolving working capital line of credit to MGM

11. Only $50 million of the equity investments ultimately came through. Thus,
of the $160 million in total bridge financings that CLBN provided, $110 million
remains outstanding.
12. PCC was owned 90% by Melia, and Melia was owned 51 % by Comfinancc
and 49% by Sasea Holdings, Inc.
13. As it turned out (but unknown at the time), PCC lent these funds to its
parent, Melia, who then turned around and contributed them to PCC as equity.
14. $750 million = $400 million in factoring + $160 million in bridge financing
+ $45 million in loans to PCC's parent and grandparent + $146 million in guaranteed
loans from Sealion.
15. Two separate transactions are referred to. First, it appears that Banco
Populare di Novara advanced $53 million to PCC to cover one of PCC's deposit
payments, but that MGM's credit was used to support that advance. Second, some
$108 million of cash was made available through factoring of obligations of an Italian
licensee of MGM's films. See infra pp. 67-70 ("Reteitalia Put").
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following the dosing, but this credit facility was conditional upon
PCC reducing its debt to CLBN below $125 million.' 6 The Bank's
proposal to make this revolving line available to MGM makes sense
only on the understanding that at closing, or at all events before
access to the new line of credit was necessary, PC would pay off
the existing $186 million working capital liability from the sources
that were funding the acquisition. On no other assumption would
the full $125 million credit ever be available.
In fact, the $186 million credit line was never paid down, and,
as a consequence, CLBN never had an enforceable legal obligation
under the $125 million working capital facility. While CLBN later
did make further substantial advances to MGM (see, e.g., infra p.
74), the point I make here is that in considering the financing of
the acquisition, in addition to the $751 million advanced in various
ways by the Bank, one should take account of the additional $186
million of liability that the Bank was required to continue to extend
to PCC, despite its contrary understanding.
On November 1, 1990, the acquisition closed, and Parretti installed himself as chairman and chief executive officer of MGM.
PCC then owned 98.5% of MGM, with Sealion owning the remaining 1.5%.
D. MGM's Post-Acquisition Cash-Flow and Management Crisis.
Having licensed away most of its films, factored the receivables
resulting from such contracts, borrowed heavily and paid all the cash
these transactions generated to Kerkorian, MGM almost immediately
found itself short of cash and cash producing assets. This shortage
was particularly problematic because, prior to the acquisition, the
company had accumulated $20 million in unpaid trade bills. Bank
of America ("BofA") had been financing MGM's working capital
needs, but required MGM to repay all amounts outstanding prior
to the dosing. To minimize the amount he thus would have to pay
BofA at closing, Parretti had ordered MGM's finance department
to slow payments to trade creditors, thereby leaving MGM with this
unusually large amount of bills to pay after the closing.
MGM thus needed new financing to keep itself afloat until new
cash flow could be generated by releasing films or selling assets. No

16. That is, the Bank would make credit available to MGM on a revolving

basis but only to the extent that the outstanding balance of PCC's line was below
$125 million. See PX 39.
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such new financing was immediately forthcoming. The existence of
the $186 million P00 debt to CLBN foreclosed MGM from accessing
the CLBN $125 million production facility. Almost immediately the
company began to have difficulty paying its bills.
Adding to the company's problems was an almost immediate
loss of its internal controls. To cut expenses, Parretti had laid off
personnel, particularly in the finance department. The cuts in that
department, when combined with the cash crisis, caused problems
there to snowball.
The internal management reports during the period vividly tell
the story. The head of MGM's accounts payable department wrote
the following in January 1991:
The accounts payable department is presently working on
the day to day operations of the department. The department's activities are seriously behind due to inadequate
staffing.
Before the lay offs, MGM Accounts Payable department
consisted of 14 employees. Pathe consisted of 7 employees.
MGM has been reduced to 4 full time employees and Pathe
to 4 full time employees. That is a reduction of 13 people!
The department realizes th [sic] company is attempting to
reduce costs, however, the Accounts Payable department is
one department that requires a full staff in order to avoid
serious errors and mistakes. ...

Processing and inputing is approximately 1 1/2 months behind. [W]e are trying to bring everything current. It is
very difficult with the present situation.
Because of the much added work load, extensive overtime
(some employees, including myself are working 7 days a
week), and the pressures from vendor calls (approximately
75 calls a day), almost all MGM key people have resigned
and I am expecting more resignations. If I no longer have
people who know the system, the department will be in
serious trouble. I urge management to re-evaluate the staffing needs of the department.
(DX 199, at 24,222). On February 28, MGM's head of domestic
marketing and distribution described the effect that the accounts
payable crisis was having on MGM's ongoing projects:
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"Thelma & Louise" was screened to exhibitors of the United
States and Canada to very favorable responses. The original
March 15th opening in theatres had been secured, and the
Sales Department was diligently working on the March 29th
openings. Then, the unavoidable truth surfaced: we had
not paid our vendors, suppliers, couriers, labs, telephone
bills, rents, etc., etc., etc. Those delinquent accounts began
to strangle our ability to effectively guarantee further marketing and sales activities.
The month of February was a disaster in terms of MGM/
Pathe credibility with our talent, creditors, suppliers, and
exhibitors. Being short of funds or maximizing one's own
resources are both understandable conditions which can be
dealt with, but the continued omission of truth when dealing
with problems not only exasperated and frustrated, but
demoralized many able and willing professionals. It is one
thing to say "the check is in the mail," or "you'll receive
payment tomorrow," but it is another thing entirely that
a department head is denied access to the truth.
(DX 200, at 24,288). During this difficult time, Ladd lost faith in
Parretti and POO's other officers because of their frequently broken
promises that bills would soon be paid.
During this chaotic, post-acquisition period (November 1990 to
March 1991), CLBN advanced an additional $97 million to MGM
to keep the company from going under. However, since MGM had
no right to draw down under the $125 million facility, each of these
advances was made at CLBN's complete discretion. 7
E.

The Banks March-April Efforts to Evaluate and Deal With MOM's
Apparent Problems.

By mid-March, CLBN's sizable outstandings to PO and MGM
had caught the attention of two senior executives of CLBN's parent,
Credit Lyonnais. They were Francois Gile, deputy general director

17. These advances remained undocumented until March, when CLBN, MGM
and other MGM companies signed an agreement which set forth conditions, not only

for the $97 million in undocumented advances then outstanding, but also for up to
$153 million in any future discretionary advances made by CLBN. Since under the
terms of the agreement, all future advances were to be made only at CLBN's direction,
MGM could not draw down funds as a matter of right. (PX 170).
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in charge of the bank's financial management and a member of
Credit Lyonnais' executive committee, and Alexis Wolkenstein, deputy general director in charge of the bank's international affairs and
also a member of the executive committee.
Gille and Wolkenstein met in Paris on several occasions in midMarch with Parretti and Fiorini.' 8 The purpose of the meetings was
to explore ways for the Parretti and Fiorini companies to sell assets
to reduce debt. In that regard, Parretti and Fiorini signed a letter
dated March 18 in which they agreed to comply with an aggressive
schedule for selling assets of several companies they controlled (see
infra pp. 87-89) and repaying loans. Their companies were to repay
$36 million by March 31 and an additional $624 million by the end
of April. 19 Also in the letter, Parretti and Fiorini agreed, among
other things, to allow the bank to obtain financial information directly
from Peat Marwick, the auditors of P00 and MGM, provided OLBN
agreed not to take judicial action against either company until
November 30. The letter was not signed by any representative of
the bank at that time. None of the scheduled repayments have been
made.
1. Disturbing disclosures from the MGM auditors.
As agreed in the March 18 meeting, Gille and Wolkenstein met
in Los Angeles on March 27 with representatives of Peat Marwick
who were responsible for the P0C/MGM audit. The bankers had
earlier been surprised to learn from Fiorini that P00 had lent the
$146 million proceeds of the Credit Lyonnais guaranteed loan from
Sealion to PCC's parent, Melia, (see supra text accompanying note

18. Jean Jacques Brutschi, president of CLBN's executive committee and Jacques Griffault, CLBN's general manager and a member of its executive committee,
also attended.
19. Mr. Parretti refused to admit upon cross-examination that the March 18
letter required repayment of $624 million by April 30. (Tr. Vol. XVII, pp. 2459-61
(G. Parretti)). With the following provision before him in English, French and
translated to Italian, he maintained, upon repeated questioning, that the provision
required repayment of just $120 million by April 30:
The companies will coordinate their reimbursements in such a manner that
the total of these reimbursements reaches . . . for the period April 1 to
April 30, 1991, USD 504 million minimum to which will be added USD
30 million from the loan Sealion and USD 90 million from the loan Deepbridge.
(DX 23). This testimony represents a curiosity that neither Mr. Parretti in his testimony
nor his counsel in their briefs were able to explain.
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13) and that Melia had turned around and invested the funds in
common stock of PCC. PCC had then used these funds in the MGM
closing. The bankers were concerned that this round-about transaction might constitute a related party transaction that would violate
the outstanding SEC consent decree. When they brought this news
up to MGM's accountants, they were distressed to learn that its
debtor, PCC, should report a $146 million reduction in its equity
since, under generally accepted accounting principles, PCC's loan
to Melia was viewed as offsetting Melia's equity investment in PCC.
The bankers also learned that of the $400 million in license
contracts MGM had factored at CLBN (see supra p. 11), $100 million
were unenforceable because MGM had either canceled the underlying
licenses prior to factoring the future payments or had breached the
underlying contracts. Next, they learned for the first time of one of
the two transactions involving Italian financial institutions in which
MGM credit was used surreptitiously to finance part of the MGM
acquisition. Specifically, they learned that PCC had borrowed under
an MGM credit line from Banca Populare di Novara to finance $53
million of the acquisition. The bankers now understood that, since
PCC had used MGM credit to buy MGM shares, PCC would have
to report an additional $50 million reduction in its equity.
Gille and Wolkenstein also learned from the accountants that
the financial management of PCC and MGM was very poor. They
learned of the good people who had left or been fired and of how
overworked the remaining people were. They also learned that,
understaffed as it was, the finance department likely would not be
able to close the 1990 accounts on time to meet reporting requirements. Finally, the bankers learned that Peat Marwick would not
give the companies a clean opinion for 1990 unless the bank committed to provide still more financing.
Immediate steps to deal with the visible problems.
Before leaving Los Angeles, Gille and Wolkenstein met with
Parretti, Fiorini and Bickart, the owner of Sealion. Together they
agreed to solve the Sealion loan problem by having Melia repay its
loan from PCC by assuming PC's obligation to repay Sealion (i.e.,
substituting Melia for PC as the Sealion debtor). In private meetings
with the bankers, Parretti agreed that the companies' financial management was poor, but showed the bankers cash flow forecasts and
assured them that the companies would not need to borrow any
more before the end of the year. Gile and Wolkenstein returned to
Paris on Saturday, March 30.
2.
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Although they had asked Parretti to arrange a meeting with
Ladd and although Ladd had asked Parretti to arrange a meeting
with the bankers, Mr. Parretti did not arrange such a meeting. Ladd
was deeply frustrated and was contemplating resignation. He spoke
of this to Charles Meeker an acquaintance who was a partner in
the Los Angeles office of White & Chase, a firm that represents
Credit Lyonnais in the U.S. On hearing of Ladd's frustration,
Meeker asked him not to act precipitously.
3.

MGM trade creditors force the Company 'into a Chapter 7
proceeding.

Upon arriving in Paris, Gille and Wolkenstein learned to their
alarm that the financial press was reporting that certain of MGM's
vendors had filed a Chapter 7 proceeding against it in the United
States Bankruptcy Court in Los Angeles. Parretti learned in the
same way. The proceeding was particularly threatening because, if
not dismissed within sixty days, i.e., before May 28, MGM's $300
million in outstanding bonds would accelerate.
On April 4, Gille and Wolkenstein returned to Los Angeles
where they first met with MGM's outside bankruptcy counsel who
suggested a strategy for dismissing the bankruptcy proceeding but
explained that the strategy would require CLBN to finance MGM's
future cash flow deficit. The bankers next met with Ladd, who
expressed frustration that Parretti had not fulfilled his obligations.
He also stated his view that Parretti's reputation for not respecting
his commitments was harming MGM by impeding Ladd's ability
to contract talent and supplies for new projects. Gille told Ladd that
the bank considered him to be very important and asked Ladd to
hang on. Gille further explained that the bank would consider providing MGM with additional financing if MGM's management could
be changed. Gille and Wolkenstein then met with Parretti who agreed
to step down from his position as chairman and chief executive officer
in order to solve the current problems.20

20. In setting down my conclusions of background facts, I use the term "agreed"
or "agreement" to mean a meeting of minds. I do not intend it to mean that a
legal obligation was created. In other words, I do not here use "agreement" as a
synonym for "contract." See Leeds v. First Allied Conn. Corp., Del. Ch., 521 A.2d

1095 (1986).
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CLBN and ParrettiNegotiate a Basis to Escape Bankruptcy.

1. The Bank sought, first of all, competent management for
MGM.
Dennis Stanfill, a former CEO of Twentieth Century Fox, was
suggested as a possible replacement for Parretti. Stanfill was approached and engaged in a series of discussions with the Bank, with
Parretti and with Peat Marwick. Upon receiving a draft agreement,
which later evolved into the CGA, Stanfill rejected it because it
would not give him control of PCC, as well as of MGM. When
Gille and Wolkenstein explained to Parretti that Stanfill also wanted
control of PCC, Parretti declared that he would not give up control
of PCC, and the search for a new chairman and chief executive
officer of MGM began anew.
After a number of other candidates were considered briefly, Gille
and Wolkenstein met with Ladd on or around April 7. They described
for him a management structure that would insulate the new head
of MGM from control by Parretti or PCC. They explained that
extensive powers would be given to an executive committee, while
the MGM board as a whole would maintain power only to make
very extraordinary decisions. While Parretti would select three of
five directors, the board majority would have sharply limited power.
The new chairman and a new chief operating officer, to be appointed
by the new chairman, would make up the remaining two members
of the board and would also constitute the only members of the
powerful executive committee. The board would only be able to take
action with the vote of four directors. To assure Parretti's compliance
with the new management structure, the voting rights of the PCO
and MGM shares would be given to CLBN.
Gille and Wolkenstein asked Ladd if he would consider taking
the chairmanship under such an arrangement. Ladd said he would
consider it.
On or about Wednesday, April 10, Parretti agreed with his
friend Dino DeLaurentiis that Ladd would be the best candidate to
take over the MGM helm. Gille and Wolkenstein then met with
Parretti. They described the proposed management reorganization
they had discussed with Ladd, and showed him a draft of the proposed
2
CGA. Parretti agreed in principle to the proposed structure. '

21. Within a day or two of this meeting, Wolkenstein proposed to Parretti that
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On April 11 DeLaurentiis, who appears to have been acting as
an honest intermediary as an accommodation, discussed with Ladd
the terms of Ladd's appointment. They documented the points they
discussed in a memo dated April 12 which they both signed, after
Parretti had reviewed it. That memorandum provided, in part, as
follows:
The following is the verbal agreement concluded between
myself and Alan Ladd, Jr.:
1) Alan Ladd Jr. becomes Chief Executive Officer of MGM/
Pathe.
2) Ladd needs a top qualified person as Chief Financial
Officer and wants Tom Carson; and as Chief Operating
Officer, Bill Bevans. Ladd will dismiss those individuals
currently employed whom in his judgment are not good.
3) Ladd will respond to the Board of Directors and the
shareholders.
4) As Chairman and CEO, Ladd will be in charge of all
operations of MGM/Pathe in all its sectors, and he will
have the final decision on everything.
(PX 203).
2.

Negotiating the Corporate Governance Agreement.

On Friday, April 12, Gille met again with Parretti to discuss
the draft CGA. The draft Gille and Parretti then discussed would
require PCC to amend MGM's certificate of incorporation and
bylaws to achieve the following: (1) the creation of a five person
board consisting of the new chairman, to be Ladd, a new chief
operating officer, to be determined before execution of the agreement,
and three directors selected by Parretti; and (2) the delegation to an
executive committee, consisting of the new chairman and the new
chief operating officer, of all the powers delegable under Delaware
law except the powers to file for bankruptcy, issue securities or
appoint or remove the chairman and chief executive officer, all of
which would require the vote of four directors.
Parretti requested and received a variety of changes in the draft
agreement. He first sought and received Gille's agreement that the

he also step down from the chairmanship of PCC. Parretti agreed, the two concurred
upon Cesare deMichelis, an Italian professor and brother of Italy's foreign minister
as a successor. DeMichelis accepted the post.
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Agreement would terminate, thereby restoring his authority, if either
the bankruptcy proceeding was not dismissed before May 28 (which
itself was a condition precedent for funding of the new credit line)
or MGM and PCC reduced their combined outstandings to CLBN,
Credit Lyonnais and Sealion below $125 million. He next sought
and received agreement that the document would be changed so that
he would need the vote, not of four, but of three directors to issue
securities, if the purpose of such issuance was to retire debt. This
point was significant. It meant that, if Parretti could find equity
investors, he could use their investment to pay down debt and remove
the bank from the picture, without having to involve the bankdesignated directors or the executive committee comprised of the
same individuals. Gille agreed to this change.
A number of specific limitations on the authority of the executive
committee were agreed to. It was agreed (1) to limit the number
and cost of films the executive committee could authorize MGM to
produce; (2) to limit the expenditures that the executive committee
could authorize for the initial release of films; (3) to require the
executive committee to adhere to attached cash flow projections,
unless excused by CLBN; and (4) to give the MGM board, when
acting with a simple majority and the concurrence of the bank, the
right to block the sale of any MGM asset the consideration for which
would exceed $10 million. Finally, Gille agreed to limit Parretti's
required disclosure of self-dealing and material transactions to only
those about which Parretti had knowledge. The most relevant provisions of the CGA as ultimately signed are quoted in the margin.2

22. 1. The by-laws and the certificate of incorporation of MGM shall be
amended to provide for a board of directors consisting of five persons. The
by-laws shall also be amended to provide that no action of the directors
shall be taken without a quorum present which shall consist of no fever
than four directors. No meeting shall be called on less than 48 hours notice.
2. The current Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of MGM shall
resign. The board of directors shall consist of Mr. Alan Ladd, the Chief
Operating Officer of MGM who is to be hired by Mr. Ladd, and three
persons named by Mr. Giancarlo Parretti. Mr. Alan Ladd shall be the
Chairman of the Board and the Chief Executive Officer. If Mr. Ladd resigns
from MGM or ceases to be able to serve on the Executive Committee by
reason of death or disability, a successor shall be selected by the Board of
Directors subject to the approval of MGM's principal lender (Credit Lyonnais
Bank Nederland N.V.). If the Chief Operating Officer ceases to serve for
any reason, a successor shall be selected by Mr. Ladd or his successor.
3. An Executive Committee, consisting of Mr. Alan Ladd and the new
Chief Operating Officer, will be authorized and created by an amendment
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During the same April 12th meeting, Gille and Parretti discussed
the Voting Trust Agreement, the document by which CLBN would

to both the certificate of incorporation and the by-laws, pursuant to which
all corporate powers and duties permitted by the law of the State of Delaware
to be delegated to a committee shall be delegated exclusively to the Executive
Committee. The powers and duties delegated to the Executive Committee
shall include, without limitation, the sole and exclusive power to hire and
fire the executive officers of MGM and to enter into any other material
transaction whether in or out of the ordinary course of business, provided
that (a) the power of the Executive Committee in relation to the production
of films shall be limited to the approval of a maximum of ten films for the
first year, for a total production budget of not more than $125,000,000; (b)
the power of the Executive Committee in relation to initial release expenditures for Prints and Advertising shall be limited to the approval of approximately $67,000,000 to $70,000,000 in the aggregate for the twelve
pictures discussed in the agreement of March 12, 1991, with the condition
that the Executive Committee shall be entitled to approve additional expenditures for thqse films that upon their release prove to be successful in
the reasonable opinion of the Executive committee, and with the further
condition that similar provisions shall apply with respect to print and advertising expenditures for future films subsequent to the specified twelve
films; (c) the Executive Committee shall adhere within reasonable limits to
projections of "net cash flow before credit line requirements" referred to
in Exhibit 1, except to the extent otherwise approved by MGM's principal
lender; and (d) with respect to any disposition of MGM assets other than
in the ordinary course of business which involves fair market value consideration to MGM of greater than $10,000,000, approval by the Executive
Committee may be overruled within five days after written notice thereof
to the Board of Directors by both the specific written disapproval of such
disposition by the Board of Directors and by MGM's principal lender, acting
jointly.
4. The Articles of Incorporation and by-laws shall be amended to
provide that no action (a) relating to the filing of any petition under
bankruptcy, reorganization or similar laws, or a petition for a receiver for
the affairs of MGM, or (b) relating to the authorization of the issuance of
any stock or other security except as provided above and except for issuances
the proceeds of which are used to retire indebtedness, or (c) relating to the
appointment or removal of the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, or
(d) inconsistent with any Executive Committee action authorized under
paragraph 3, or (e) involving any limitation or reduction of the Executive
Committee and its powers and duties under paragraph 3, shall be valid
unless it is approved by an affirmative vote of no less than four of the
directors.
7. Mr. Giancarlo Parretti hereby represents and warrants to the best
of his knowledge that (a) all material agreements or understandings or other
material liabilities [of] MGM as of the date hereof are fully reflected in the
financial statements of MGM to the extent required; and (b) all agreements
between senior management and MGM have been disclosed.
8. The terms and conditions of this document and the agreements,
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be given the rights to vote the controlling shares of PCC and MGM.
Gille explained -that the agreement was designed to ensure that the
CGA and related agreements would be respected. Parretti understood
that giving CLBN such voting rights was "part of the rules of the
game."2 3 (Tr. Vol. I, p. 103 (F. Gille)).
3.

The mid-April dosing and the Summary Agreement.

Following Gille's meeting with Parretti, the bank's lawyers provided Parretti's lawyers2 4 with the following documents in execution

resolutions, by-laws, charter amendments and other documentation (the
"related matters") contemplated hereby will be binding immediately but
shall terminate (a) if sufficient financial support to MGM by Credit Lyonnais
Bank Nederland N.V., its affiliated banks and Sealion Corp., is not provided
so that all bankruptcy actions against MGM are dismissed before May 28,
1991, or (b) when MGM's and PCC's aggregate indebtedness to Credit
Lyonnais Bank Nederiand N.V., its affiliated banks and Sealion Corp., is
less than $125,000,000.00.
(PX 221, Tab 5).
23. At trial Parretti testified that, when he reviewed the CGA, he told Glle
and Wolkenstein that he wanted the March 18 letter (see supm pp. 17-18) to remain
ineffect. His testimony however does not square whith the facts as they stood at that
time. The March 18 letter yeas not in effect even then because no representative of
the bank had yet signed it. In addition, Gille testified that, in any event, the letter
was obsolete by that time because the Parretti and Fiorini companies had missed the
$36 million, March 31 payment due under the terms of the letter. Finally, I note
that the April agreements obviously were intended to supplant at least some aspects
of the March 18 letter. I therefore accept Gille's version and find that, during the
negotiation of the April agreements, the bankers did not discuss with Parretti any
continued effectiveness of the March 18 letter or, if they did discuss the letter, they
indicated to Parretti that it was to be replaced by the new arrangements provided

for in the April agreements. See infra pp. 87-89.

24. Although Parretti implied at trial and asserted in the counterclaim that he
was not assisted by counsel in negotiating the April agreements, I find this not to
be the case. Meeker testified that, on behalf of the bank, he conferred with four of
Parretti's lawyers himself. They were Mr. Hamburger, PCC's and MGM's general
counsel, Mr. Silbert, PCC's vice chairman, Mr. Jacobs, PCC's outside counsel, and
Mr. Markizon, another of PCC's lawyers. I accept Meeker's testimony. Consistent
with Meeker's story, Hamburger testified at deposition that he did confer with Meeker
regarding the CGA. More specifically, Hamburger testified that, on Wednesday the
10th or Friday the 12th, he received drafts of the voting trust agreement, a related
voting rights agreement and the proposed PCC and MGM board resolutions. (Hamburger Dep. at 242, 251-59). He apparently already had the CGA. He testified that
he reviewed each of the documents, checked on certain matters with Delaware counsel
and commented on the agreements to Silbert, Meeker and Johnson, another of the
bank's lawyers. Finally, although Parretti testified that Silbert refused to review the
documents, the record contains a fax dated April 12 from Silbert to Gary Jacobs,
PCC's outside counsel, which consists solely of a marked up draft of the CGA. (PX
212, at M104781-90).
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form: (1) a credit agreement under which CLBN agreed to lend
MGM an additional $145 million upon dismissal of the bankruptcy
proceeding; (2) the CGA; (3) the Voting Trust Agreement; and (4)
other related documents.

25

Gille and Parretti agreed that the documents should be signed
quickly. The documents were left in PCC's conference room throughout the weekend.

26

On Monday afternoon, April 15, Parretti arrived at PCC's conference room and announced that he would sign the agreements but
would keep them in escrow until the bank provided him with an
acceptable, signed, two page summary of the contents of the agreements. Parretti then signed the agreements, 27 ordered PCC's vice
chairman, Steve Silbert, to put them in escrow and awaited the two
page summary that Gile was then drafting. When Parretti saw Gile's
first draft of the Summary Agreement that evening, he consulted
with Globus and Silbert and then rejected it because it provided
that, in the event of any inconsistency between its terms and those
of the earlier signed documents, the agreements signed earlier that
day would control. Gile agreed to eliminate this provision, and he

25. These other documents included a Voting Rights Agreement that (a) provided that the Voting Trust Agreement would be held in escrow "until such time
as CLBN, acting in its sole discretion, breaks such escrow in respect of... such
Voting Trust Agreement, at which time such Voting Trust Agreement shall be
effective" and (b) granted CLBN, as trustee, an irrevocable power of attorney ...
to endorse any shares ...as security." Also included with these documents was the
Assignment, Assumption and Release Agreement by which Melia would assume PCC's
obligation to pay Sealion the $146 million mentioned above (see supra p. 20) and draft
PCC and MGM board resolutions designed to implement the management structure
to be agreed upon in the CGA.
26. The testimony of Gille and Wolkenstein and Parretti differs substantially
regarding the negotiation of the CGA and the other documents signed on April 15.
For example, Parretti says that he did not negotiate the CGA until Sunday, the day
before the signing. He also says that he requested different limitations on the executive
committee's authority than the changes attributed to him by the bankers, that the
other agreements were still being drafted over the weekend and that he signed all
the agreements without their having been reviewed by his counsel. I reject Parretti's
testimony and instead accept that of Gille and Wolkenstein and thus provide their
version of events in the text because, as discussed in prior footnotes (see, e.g., supra
notes 23-24), certain of Parretti's assertions regarding the negotiations in question
are particularly implausible and because I find Gille and Wolkenstein generally to
be more credible witnesses.
27. Parretti testified that, when he was signing the agreements, he told Wolkensten that he was only signing them because the bankers had "put a machine gun
to m) head." Wolkenstein denies that Parretti ever uttered such words. I find that
Mr. Paitetti made no such statement at that time.
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and Parretti negotiated the summary throughout the course of the
following day, Tuesday. At the end of that following day, when the
parties reached agreement on the summary's text, Parretti had his
personal secretary, Liliana Avincola, read the agreement to him in
Italian. The bankers then signed it, and Parretti released the escrowed
documents.

28

The two page summary provides the following in relevant part:
II.

GUARANTEES
b) In the spirit of the agreements and in the perspective
of the dismissal of the current Chapter VII procedure, CLBN expresses the following intents:
Until November 30, 1991, OLBN intends not to
use its voting rights provided that the [OGA is] not
modified and continue[s] to be complied with in
form and substance.

III.

MANAGEMENT

Appointment of new senior management teams at MGM
and PC headed respectively by Messrs. Alan Ladd, Jr.
and Cesare deMichelis with extensive powers in order to
strengthen controls and financial management and ensure
a lasting recovery.
(PX 222).
G.

The Rqfusal to Allow the New Structure to Operate.
1. The war of memos.

From the first moment, Giancarlo Parretti barely masked his
efforts to continue to dominate and control the management of MGM.
On April 27, the day folowing final agreement between CLBN and
himself, Parretti sent Ladd a memo in which he acknowledged Ladd's
final decision-making authority but demanded, as MGM's majority
28. The PCC and MGM Boards did not, until the following day, adopt the
resolutions that had been drafted to amend the by-laws and certificates of incorporation
for the purpose of implementing the CGA. Thus, these documents were never
escrowed.
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owner, that Ladd inform him in advance of important decisions and
provide him with copies of all memos, commitments, etc. Also in
the memo, Parretti called for Ladd to meet with him weekly on
Fridays.
That same day Ladd, in a first step in getting control of MGM's
cash flow, drafted (but did not send at that time) a memo to "All
Officers of MGM-Pathe Communications Co." in which he describes
the new corporate governance structure at MGM and PCC. The
memo purports to announce resolutions Ladd adopted as the then
sole member of the executive committee.
Parretti, responded the next day with a memo asserting that
the resolutions were invalid and calling for Ladd to rescind them.
(PX 227). (See discussion infra at pp. 59-63). Although Parretti's
memo did not explain why he believed the resolutions to be invalid,
he told Gille it was because the executive committee could not act
until its second member had been appointed. Gille disagreed.
Mr. Parretti's position was an unfavorable omen to the bank.
In all events, Gille decided to appease Parretti and thereby avoid a
time consuming and costly delay.2 9 He agreed that if the board
established a two-person quorum for the executive committee, the
bank would not object. However, he simultaneously secured Parretti's
agreement to have the MGM board establish Ladd's designate, Jay
Kanter, as the second member of the executive committee. 30 Also
at that time, Gille agreed to the appointment of Parretti's associate
Liliana Avincola to the position of secretary of MGM for the purpose
of apprising PCC officers of the executive committee's activities.
After canceling several board meetings that had been arranged
with Ladd, Parretti finally attended a meeting on April 29 and,
together with the other directors present (Ladd, Globus and Cecconi),
adopted resolutions electing Kanter and Avincola to their new positions. Ladd, delayed in his efforts to get control of MGM, then
sent out his April 17 memo redrafted to include Kanter as a member
of the executive committee.

29. MGM then had an operating cash flow deficit of about $1 million per day.
30. In exchange for the two-person quorum requirement, Parretti agreed to
recommend that the MGM board elect an alternative person who would become a
full member of the board and/or the executive committee if an existing member of
either body were to become unable to serve. His agreement to provide for this
"springing" member was documented in a letter from him to CLBN dated April 22,
1991. However, when the board passed resolutions on April 29, the provision failed
to appear, much to Gille's annoyance.
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During the following weeks, Ladd and his management team
were embroiled in disputes with Parretti repeatedly. They received
memos, for example, in which PCC personnel attempted to create
a record of discussions and agreements that I am satisfied had not
occurred. On May 3, Ladd received a memo from Parretti purporting
to confirm agreements Parretti said had been reached in a meeting
that day with DeLaurentiis, Ladd, Kanter, Wolkenstein and Gille.
(PX 274). Ladd is supported by DeLaurentiis in his assertion that
these agreements were not reached. (PX 304). At Ladd's request,
DeLaurentiis responded to Parretti's memo in detail correcting Parretti's various mistakes. Parretti wrote back contesting DeLaurentiis's
corrections. (DX 69). At the end of the exchange, a number of
continuing disagreements emerged. The most significant of these
disagreements concerned the rehiring of employees that Parretti had
fired before Ladd took over. According to Parretti, it was agreed
that MGM would not rehire any former employees without Parretti's
approval. DeLaureniis reported that Ladd had merely agreed to
consult Parretti before hiring such persons and that Parretti had
agreed Ladd would have the last word.
On May 10, Avincola recorded in minutes of an MGM executive
committee meeting that Globus and Silbert had been authorized to
negotiate the sale of MGM's interest in a foreign partnership, United
International Pictures ("UIP"). (PX 310). According to Ladd and
Kanter, Avincola's minutes were wrong; the board had made no
decision regarding the sale of such interest. Upon Ladd's request,
Kanter so advised Avincola.
2.

Further upsetting news: the discovery of the Reteitalia Put.

On May 12, i.e., shortly after Parretti's memo and Avincola's
minutes, Gile learned a shocking secret: $130 million of cash PC
had raised for the acquisition by factoring MGM license contracts
was subject to a put arrangement, which if exercised might require
MGM to reimburse more than $100 million immediately. In the
course of their audit for the delayed 1991 10K filing, Peat Mamrick
had received a copy of a letter to an Italian licensee, Reteitaia,
S.p.A., signed by Fiorini on behalf of MGM, granting the licensee
the right to put the license back to MGM. The letter was dated the
same day as the original license contract, October 20, 1990.
Gille subsequently learned that Globus had negotiated the original license agreements, without the put, with Reteitalia during the
months August to October 1990 but was unavailable for the signing.

